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STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL UTILITY

BYDARRELLDUFFIEANDLARRYG. EPSTEIN
APPENDIX
C WITHCOSTISSKIADAS1
This paper presentsa stochasticdifferentialformulationof recursiveutility.Sufficient
conditionsare givenfor existence,uniqueness,time consistency,monotonicity,continuity,
risk aversion,concavity,and other properties.In the setting of Brownianinformation,
distinguishable.
recursiveand intertemporalexpectedutilityfunctionsare observationally
theories of
However,one cannot distinguishbetween a numberof non-expected-utility
one-shotchoice underuncertaintyafterthey are suitablyintegratedinto an intertemporal
framework.In a "smooth" Markov setting, the stochastic differentialutility model
of optimality.
characterization
producesa generalizationof the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
A companionpaperexploresthe implicationsfor asset prices.
KEYWORDS: Choice under uncertainty,stochasticcontrol, recursiveutility, Bellman

equation.

1. INTRODUCTION

THISPAPERDESCRIBES
an extension of the standard additive utility specification
in which the utility at time t for a consumption process c is defined by
(1)

Vt E [

e-p6(S-t)u(cs) ds]

t >O~

where Et denotes expectation given information available at time t. The more
general utility functions, called recursive, exhibit intertemporal consistency and
admit Bellman's characterization of optimality. Much of the tractability of (1) is
therefore preserved. For example, a companion paper shows that the recursive
utility specification implies a model of asset pricing that incorporates Breeden's
(1979) consumption-based capital asset pricing model (CCAPM) as a special
case.
A special example of the utility model presented in this paper is obtained by
making the assumption that information at time t is that generated by Brownian
motion. In this case, after a simplifying change of variables, the utility process V
for a consumption process c is determined by an "aggregator','function f and is
IDuffie is at the GraduateSchool of Business,StanfordUniversity,StanfordCA, 94305-5015,
and acknowledgesthe financialsupportof BatterymarchFinancialManagementand the National
Science Foundationunder NSF SES 90-10062.Epstein acknowledgesthe supportof the Social
Sciences and HumanitiesResearch Council of Canada. Skiadas is a doctoral candidate at the
Departmentof OperationsResearch, StanfordUniversity,StanfordCA 94305. The authors are
gratefulfor discussionswith, and commentsfrom, Philip Protter,Michael Harrison,Jean Jacod,
Tom Kurtz,Ruth Williams,ChenghuMa, WendellFleming,FaustoGozzi,ThaleiaZariphopoulou,
LarsSvensson,BernardDumas, PhilippeHenrotte,and, especially,Jean-MichelLasryand PierreLouis Lions; for researchassistancefrom Costis Skiadas;for commentsfrom three anonymous
referees and the editor;and for typesettingby Shellee Wiedemeierand LindaBethel. We are also
gratefulto Lars Svenssonfor showingus independentresearchon optimalportfoliochoice in the
setting of this paper. This paper was previouslytitled, "StochasticDifferentialUtility and Asset
Pricing."The asset pricingimplicationsare now found in Duffie and Epstein(1991).
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shown to be the unique solution V to

(1')

Vt= Et[

f(cs,
sZt

Vs)

ds], t> O,

which reduces to the additive model (1) in the case f(c, v) = u(c) - 3uv.

A discrete-timeanalogueof the utilitymodel studiedin this paper appearsin
Epstein and Zin (1989), which builds upon Kreps and Porteus (1978). The
formerpaper pointed out the followingadvantageof recursiveutility,which is
present also in continuoustime: It is well-knownthat in the standardspecification (1), risk aversionand intertemporalsubstitutabilityare both reflectedin the
curvatureof u(*). In contrast,these two aspectsof preferencescan be disentangled within the more general class of recursiveutilityfunctions(in the sense of
Proposition6 of this paper). The possibilityof such a separationis useful in
clarifyingthe determinantsof asset prices (Epstein (1988) gives a discrete-time
demonstration)and presumablyfor a numberof other issues in capital theory
and finance.In a continuous-timesetting,the implicationsof recursiveutilityfor
asset pricing are simplerthan is the case in discrete-time,as is amplydemonstrated in Duffie and Epstein (1991).
A continuous-timesetting also allowsone to more clearlyconnect the manner
in which uncertaintyis resolved over time with the abilityto deduce axiomatic
differencesin preferencesby observingactions.In orderto be more precise,it is
necessary to elaborate upon the structureof recursiveutility functions. One
component of the specificationof a recursive utility function is a certainty
equivalentfunctionalthat is definedon (a subset of) probabilitydistributionson
the real line. This functional represents preferences over a restricted set of
consumption processes (see Section 4). The certainty equivalent could be
specified accordingto any of a number of generalizationsof expected utility
theory that have been proposed recently in response to the experimental
evidenceagainstthe expectedutilitymodel. The new theoriesall deal with static
or one-shot choice environmentsand specify utility functionalsfor probability
distributionson the real line. They may be integrated into our temporal
frameworkvia the specificationof the certaintyequivalent.One mightwonder,
however, whether such alternativespecificationsfor the certainty equivalent
have differingimplicationsfor behaviorin a continuous-timesetting.Indeed,we
show that in settingsof continuousinformationresolution(a special case being
the informationgeneratedby Brownianmotion), it is impossibleto distinguish,
by observingactions alone, whether the underlyingpreference order is determined by an expected utility certainty equivalent or by one conformingto
Machina's(1982) notion of smooth local expected utility. In particular,these
two preferencemodels cannot be empiricallydistinguishedusing securityprice
data within the standarddiffusionmodels of asset prices. Similarly,we show
that suitably"smooth"functionalsof the Chew (1983, 1989) and Dekel (1986)
axiomaticclass are empiricallyindistinguishable,given continuousinformation
resolution, from expected-utility-basedcertaintyequivalents.It is essential to
realize that the latter specificationdoes not imply an intertemporalexpected
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utility preference ordering. In particular, neither (1) nor (3) below is implied.
Rather, one obtains a continuous-time version of a preference structure studied
by Kreps and Porteus (1978) in discrete-time, where an expected utility ordering
applies to a restricted domain of probability distributions.
As a further incentive for exploring a continuous-time model for recursive
preferences, we point to the literature on continuous-time general equilibrium
in security markets. In Harrison and Kreps (1979), for example, an equivalence
is shown between the existence of an optimal strategy and the existence of an
equivalent martingale measure for security prices (under technical restrictions).
In Duffie and Huang (1985), for another example, a continuous-time general
equilibrium is obtained from an abstract static infinite-dimensional ArrowDebreu style equilibrium, whose consumption allocation is dynamically implemented with appropriate price processes and security strategies. The apparent
generality with regard to preference restrictions allowed in these two examples,
as in much of this literature, is somewhat illusory. The optimality criterion for
agents' choices is applied at the initial date of the economy, but not at
intermediate dates, given the newly available information. With the additivelyseparable criterion (1), of course, any strategy that is initially optimal is always
optimal. This follows from the fact that additively-separable utility functions
induce time-consistent intertemporal preferences. Time-consistent preferences
are defined by the property that, for any two consumption processes c and c
and any stopping time i, if c and j are identical up to time i, and if the
continuation of c is preferred to the continuation of j at time i, then c is
preferred to j at time zero. The recursive preferences examined in this paper
are shown to be time-consistent, and thus extend the range of application of
continuous-time general equilibrium models. See Johnson and Donaldson (1985)
for the link between consistency and the lack of market re-opening typically
assumed in the Arrow-Debreu model of contingent commodity markets. They
also clarify that consistency is an issue only if one requires, as we do implicitly,
that preferences do not depend on unrealized alternatives.
In order to elucidate and further motivate the nature of recursive utility, we
conclude this introduction by considering choice among three hypothetical
consumption programs, which are informally defined as follows. Consumption
during the interval [0, 1) is fixed at the same level for all three programs. In the
first program, cA, a fair coin is tossed at t = 1. If the outcome is a head, then
consumption is constant at the level 1 for the entire remaining horizon [1, T].
Otherwise, it is constant at L > 1. For consumption program, cB, T - 1 independent fair coins are flipped, one for each integer time t E [1, T), and all coin
tosses are revealed at time 1. If the tth toss yields a head (tail) then consumption over the interval [t, t + 1) is l(L). Finally, cC differs from CB only in that
the tth coin toss is not revealed until time t. Given the standard utility
specification (1), cA cB cc, while neither indifference is imposed by recursive utility. Moreover, introspection suggests that neither indifference is compelling. For example, in comparing cA and CB, the former involves perfect
correlation between consumption at all times; that is, c A is high if and only if
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is high for all t and T. In contrast, consumptionlevels in nonoverlapping
intervalsare seriallyindependentin cB. Diversificationmotives suggestthat cB
may be strictlypreferredto cA, althoughthe psychiccost of seriallyfluctuating
consumptionwould work in the opposite direction. The essential difference
between cB and cC is that, in the former, all uncertaintyis resolved at t = 1,
while in CCuncertaintyis resolvedgraduallyon [1, T]. Indifferencebetween cB
and cC is thus not compellingand arguments,based on the psychiccosts and
benefits of early resolution, can be proposed for either preference direction.
(See Kreps and Porteus (1978) and Chew and Epstein (1990) for details in a
discrete-time setting. We have nothing to add in this paper with regard to
attitudestowardsthe timingof the resolutionof uncertainty.)
We proceed as follows:Section 2 providesa definitionof recursiveutility in
continuous time. A "morally equivalent"but mathematicallymore workable
definitionis presented in Section 3, along with a proof of existence. Section 4
containssome examplesand observationsregardingthe potential usefulnessfor
continuous-timemodeling of generalizationsof expected utility that have been
proposed recently (for example, Machina (1982)). Sufficient conditions for
several desirablepropertiesof recursiveutility are establishedin Section 5. In
Section 6, an extensionof the usual Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equationis shown
to characterizeoptimality.Section 7 includes some extensions. Readers interested mainly in the asset pricing implicationsof stochastic differentialutility
could begin directlywith Duffie and Epstein (1991).
cA

2.

RECURSIVE

UTILITY IN CONTINUOUS

TIME

This section defines recursiveutility in a continuous-timestochastic setting
that will be the basis for the remainderof the paper. Figure 1 relates our work
to existing literatureon recursiveutility. Considerfirst a discrete-timeframework, for which the seminal paper is Koopmans (1960). In a deterministic
setting, Koopmansstudiedutilityfunctionsthat satisfythe recursiverelation(2),
Setting
Certainty

Discrete-Time
V1= W(c,,V+1)

Continuous-Time
(2) dVt= -f(ct,Vt)dt
Epstein(1987)

Koopmans(1960)
Lucasand Stokey(1984)
Uncertainty
U({ct) = E[E,ou(ct)estate-separable
Epstein(1983)
Uncertainty

V,= W[c,, m(V1+1)]

state-separable

U({cd) = V0

(5)

WU({ct:t > 0) = Vo

W({C1,C2, . **}) = VO

S=?p(cs)] (3) U({ct}) = E(foxu(ct)ef0 Pc(s)Ids dt

(6)

Uzawa(1968)
(4)

=
-A(Vt)or2(t)/2]dt
dVt [-f(ct,
dB,
(7)
+ov(t) Vt)

U({c,) = V0

or nonseparable Epsteinand Zin (1989)
FIGURE1.-Recursive

This paper
utility.
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tion W is called an aggregator by Lucas and Stokey (1984), since it combines ct

and the utility index Vt+1 of future consumptionin order to compute the
currentutility Vt.
If Koopmans' axioms are extended in a natural fashion to a model with
uncertainty,and if expected utility is assumed,then one obtains the functional
form (3). (See Epstein (1983).) The von Neumann-Morgensternindex in (3) is
closely related to the functional form first proposed by Uzawa (1968) in a
continuous-timedeterministicsetting.A limitationof (3), and the time-additive
special case (in which j3Q)is a constant),is that risk aversionand intertemporal
substitutionare indistinguishablewithin this class. (See Epstein and Zin (1989)
and Chew and Epstein (1990, Section 4).)
In order to overcome this inflexibilityof the (recursive)intertemporalexpected utility model, Epstein and Zin (1989) propose the general recursive
structure(4), with the followinginterpretation:From the perspectiveof time t,
the intertemporalutility Vt+1 for period t + 1 and beyond is a randomvariable.
Thus the agent first computes the certainty equivalent m( -Vt+ I Yt) of the
conditionaldistribution- Vt+i Yt of Vt+1 given informationFt at time t, and
then combinesthe latterwith ct via the aggregatorW. This functionalstructure
has two components: the aggregator W, which encodes the intertemporal
substitutabilityof consumption;and the certaintyequivalentfunction m, which
encodes risk aversionin the sense describedin Epstein and Zin (1989) and also
below. In a finite-horizonsetting, Kreps and Porteus(1978) study(4) under the
assumptionthat m is an expected-utility-basedcertaintyequivalentsuch as (8)
below.
Here, we develop the continuous-timeformulationof Epstein and Zin's class
of recursiveutility.A parallelexercisefor the deterministiccase was undertaken
in Epstein (1987), in which the continuous-timeversion of Koopmans'class of
preferencesis formulated.The key observationin the latter paper is that, for a
given program,(2) could be viewed as a differenceequationin the utilitylevels
Vt. This observation led naturally to the differential equation (5). Similar
intuition applies under uncertaintyif we begin with (4). At time t, Vt is known
with certainty and thus m( VtI t) = Vt. Relation (4) therefore defines a
difference equation in the certainty equivalent utility. The continuous-time
analogue,we arguein this paper,is the stochasticdifferentialrepresentation(7),
at least in the case of informationgeneratedby Brownianmotion.
In the remainder of this section we give a definition of continuous-time
recursive utility that, in the following section, will be used to justify the
stochasticdifferentialexpression(7) for utility.We also introducesome notation
and terminologyto be used later on.
The primitivesfor uncertaintyin our model are:
. a time set S7= [0, T], for some finite T,
. a probabilityspace (UI, , P), and
of F satisfyingthe usual
. a filtration F = {,F: t E $} of sub-cr-algebras
conditions(right-continuous,increasing,and augmented).
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For notationalsimplicityalone, we suppose throughoutthat 0 is trivial,in
that it contains only events for probabilityzero or 1. For technical definitions,
we refer the readerthroughoutto Protter(1990) or Chungand Williams(1990).
An Appendix co-authoredwith Costis Skiadas treats the infinite time horizon
case.
Consumptionprocesses are valued in a closed convex subset e of some
separableBanachlattice, which,for concreteness,the readercan thinkof as R',
for 1 commodities.We use llcll to denote the norm of a consumptionchoice
c E X?.The space D of consumptionprocessesis then taken to be the optional2
e-valued square-integrableprocesses. (As usual, we equate any two consumption processes that are equal almost everywhere.)The optional restriction
implies basicallythat the consumptionrate ct can depend only on the information availableat time t. The square-integrability
restrictionmeans that any c in
D has finite norm ICIID = [E(f jTllCtl2 dt)]1/2.
The utility process for a given consumptionprocess c E D is defined by a
semimartingale3V; for any time t, the randomvariable Vt is treated as the
utility for the "continuation"{cs: s > t} given $t, as with (1). Of course, V0 is
the utilityof the entire process c.
For any intervalX of the real line, let 3(X) denote the space of probability
measures on X whose mean exists. By a certaintyequivalentm, we mean a
function m: R(X) -* DRthat assigns to a probabilitymeasure p (representing
the distributionof utility)its certaintyequivalentm(p), satisfying:
ASSUMPTION1: (i) m(GS)= x, x e X, where Ax denotes the Dirac measure. (ii)

(Monotonicity)m(p') > m(p) if p' exhibitsfirst order stochastic dominance4
overp.
One example of such a function-others are provided below-is the expected-utilitybased specification
m( V) = h-1(E[h(V)]),
(8)
where V is a real-valuedintegrablerandomvariable, V denotes its distribuindex h is continuous,strictlyincreastion, and the von Neumann-Morgenstern
ing, and satisfiesa growthcondition.5
Risk aversion for m does not necessarily correspond to risk aversion of
intertemporalutility, and thus the formerwill not generallybe assumed for a
certaintyequivalent.Occasionally,however,we will adopt the followingassumption.
2A e-valued process c is optionalif c: n x 5-S e is measurablewith respectto the c--algebra
on n x Y generatedby the space of right-continuous
with left limits(cadlag)F-adaptedprocesses,
and the Borel c--algebraon e.
3A semimartingaleis an adaptedprocessthat can be writtenin the form H + Y, with Y a local
martingaleand H a finite variationprocess.
4A distributionp' exhibitsfirstorderstochasticdominanceover a distributionp, by definition,if
the cumulativedistributionfunctionof p' is dominatedby the cumulativedistributionfunctionof p.
5That is, for some constantk, h(x) < k(t + Ix1), implyingintegrabilityof h(V).
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m(p) < mG5p),where

mean of p.

=

fx
fx dp(x) is the

For purposesof motivatingour formulationof recursiveutilityin continuoustime, we will suppose that V is the utilityprocess for a consumptionprocess c.
In a discrete-timesetting, with sufficient regularityon W, we can apply the
implicitfunctiontheoremto (4) in order to obtain a representationof the form:
(9)

m(- Vt+1I gt ) = G(ct, Vt),

for some G: ex R -> R. Subtracting m(- VtIE;) =

of (9) leaves

m(=

VM)

= VK
from each side

G(ct, Vt) - Vt.
Of course, the definitionof G depends on the length of a time interval,so we
could think in terms of discrete-time approximationsto continuous time by
writingG(c, v) -9(c, v, At), where At is the length of a time interval,and then
re-expressing(10) as
(10)

m(

Vt+1 I1t)-

m(

t 6t

m( VttI =grt !O(Ct, Vt, At)
m( - Vt+dAtI-t
Assumingdifferentiabilitywith respect to At, we have
d
- m(Vt
a.s.,
(12)
ItI )Is=O= -(ctX,Vt)
+s'
(11)

-

S(ct,

Vt, 0) .

where f(c, v) =d(c, v, 0)/dAt.
With this background,it is convenientto take as primitivesfor our continuous-time model of utility a certaintyequivalent m and a measurablefunction
f: ex R -+ R. The pair (f, m) is called an aggregator.
Based on the informalderivationof (12), we have a definition:The recursive
utility process for a consumptionprocess c under an aggregator(f, m) (if it
exists) is the unique integrablesemimartingaleV satisfyingVT= 0 and, for all
t < T, relation(12).
This definitionhas some intuitive appeal. Since m satisfiesAssumption1(i),
(12) reduces to (5) when c is deterministic.Thus, f determinesthe degree of
intertemporal substitution of consumption and other aspects of "certainty
preferences."Of course,just as with the additivespecial case, f also generates
collateralrisk attitudesunder uncertainty.Given f, however,risk attitudes are
finallyfixedby the certaintyequivalentm, which has no effect on intertemporal
substitution.Some degree of separationis therefore achieved.
Our next step is to derive an essentially equivalentdefinition of the utility
process based on smoothnessassumptionson the certaintyequivalentm, show
conditionsfor existence, and finallyderive a numberof propertiesof this utility
function. The reverse direction of providingan axiomaticderivationof (12) is
not pursued here. Our analysis therefore parallels Lucas and Stokey (1984),
which begins with W and (2) and examinesthe implied utility functions,rather
than Koopmans(1960), which axiomatizes(2). In the discrete-timecase with
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uncertainty,Epstein and Zin (1989) begin with the functional structure(4),
while Chew and Epstein (1990) provide an axiomaticbasis. A different axiomaticapproachis given by Skiadas(1991).
3. A STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL

MODEL OF RECURSIVE UTILITY

In order to derive a stochasticdifferentialmodel of utility based in spirit on
the recursivedefinition(12), we adopt smoothnessassumptionson the certainty
equivalentfunction m. Our objective is to reach via informal argumentsthe
model of utilitydefined by (18) and subsequentlyby (25).
3.1. SmoothnessAssumptions

Considerthe followingsmoothnesshypothesiswhich is related to Machina's
(1982)local expectedutilityhypothesisdescribedin Example4 of Section4. The
Gateauxderivativeof a certaintyequivalentm at a measure v in the direction
of a measurep, when it exists, is definedby
(13)

Vm(v;p) = lim m(v + ap)
a
alO

-

m(v)

(We take p of the form v - ,tu, where ,-t is a probability measure.) We define a
certainty equivalent m to be smooth at certainty if, for each x in R, there is
some M(-, x): 1R-+ R with two continuous derivatives such that, for any probability measurep with compactsupport, Vm(8,; p) exists and
(14)

Vm(8,; p) = M(y, x) dp(y).

We call M: R X R 9-R the local gradientrepresentation(LGR) of m. Since, for
-

any x and y in R, we have 7m(8,; SY)= y, it is always the case that the first

partialderivativeof M(y, x) with respect to y at y = x is M1(x,x) = 1.
For the expected-utilitycertaintyequivalentm in (8), for instance,the LGR
is definedby
h(v)
M(v,x)

=

h'(x)

In order to see this, write (8) in the form h[m( V)] = E[h(V)] and note that
the LGR of the right side is h(v) and that of the left is h'(x)M(v, x), by a
suitableform of the chain rule. The requiredconditionsfor M are satisfiedif h
satisfies the standardassumptionsof twice continuous differentiabilitywith a
positivefirst derivative.To see what is excludedby these assumptions,suppose
that h has distinctrightand left derivativesat some x*. Fix a randomvariablee
havingzero mean and positive (finite)variance,and for each scale factor t > 0,
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define the risk premium 7r(t) by
h[x* - r(t)] = E[h(x* + ts)].

Then 7r'(O) # 0, implyingthat for small gamblesabout x* the risk premiumis
proportionalto the standarddeviationof the gamble. Segal and Spivak(1990)
refer to this property(for all, not only expected,utilityfunctions)as 'first-order'
local riskaversion(or risklovingif 7r'< 0), in order to contrastit with the more
customary'second-order'local risk aversion, for which the premium is proportional to the variance. We do not have a characterizationof certainty
equivalentsthat are smooth at certainty,but can refer to Allen (1987) for a
characterizationof smooth certaintyequivalents.The examples in Section 4,
however,show that this assumptionis not overlyrestrictiveand they suggestthe
conjecturethat the essentialpropertyof preferencesthat is excludedby smoothness at certaintyis "first-order"risk aversion.Section 7.3 sketches an example
characterizingutility without a smooth certaintyequivalentin terms of "local
time" risk aversion.See Epstein and Zin (1990) and (1991) for some implications of "first-order"risk aversionfor asset pricing.
For later reference it is convenient to note the following implication of
Assumption2, risk aversionof a certaintyequivalentm with LGR M. Denoting
M1(v, x) = a2M(v, x)/dv2, we have
(15)

M11(X,x) < O, x E- 0;k

based on the same (Jensen Inequality)reasoningused by Machina(1982).

3.2. The Brownian Case

For now, we will restrict ourselves to the standardfiltrationF = {Y[} of a
standardBrownianmotion B in Rfd, for some dimension d E N. That is, F is
the oa-algebra
generatedby the null sets of F and {Bs:0 < s < t}. Based on this
assumptionof "Brownianinformation,"we can deduce the form of the utility
process V correspondingto a given consumptionprocess c in D. At the end of
the paper, we make some remarks concerning extensions to more general
information.
With Brownianinformationgiven an aggregator(f, m) with certaintyequivalent m that is smooth at certainty, it is natural to conjecture that a utility
process V is an Ito process. That is, we conjecture that V has a stochastic
differentialrepresentationof the form
dVt=

,Ut dt +otdBt,

where ,u and a- are progressivelymeasurableprocesses valued in lR and Rd,
-respectively.At any time t, under strong technical conditions (that we avoid
here since we have no need to rigorouslyjustify the following calculation)we
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would have6
dds Mf

Vt+Sl

-9t

)IS=?

ds~~~
= 7m(8v(t);
d (

+ a(dlds)(m

=im((t)

)

)+S
tK+I

)Is=O)- M(S/)-

Vt+sl[t
a

acO

a
m(8V() + lims[

rlm

)- 8

+sIt

5

= lim lim m(Sv(t) +a[(-Vt+slqt)a

m(8V(t))

(0] /S) - M(s(t))

a

O aO
s

=limIm

(Sv(t)

+ a[(-

= lim-[(+,
li)
=

-

a

alO

( 16)

/S)
VM]

UT

1 (t +s[
= lim -E1j

Ml(VT

Ivt)

S a _]ta

Ml
0M

/1
AT

+-o7T

1
=A,LM1(Jt,Vt)

+-MlV,V)ta

5V(t)] Is)

-

m(6Zt)

V))

-MVt

1
S ) - M(Vt
lrn -E M Vt+M(V
(JJ)
t)y

s=
0almO
S
s IO

)

Vt+slFt

o

oMl(T
7

7Sv
(VV]7W
t

T

d

t,

almosteverywhere

1
=

it

+

-

A( Vt) at * at almosteverywhere,

where A(x) M1l(x, x). From (12), this would imply that, almost everywhere
on x[0,T],
V -at.
(17)
=-f(c,)
Since Jt- at is the derivativeof the quadraticvariation[V] of V, we henceforth
write, d[VIt/dt = at * at. We will also refer to A as the variance multiplier of m.
Since square-integrabilityof V implies that, for any t, E(VTIFt) = Vt +
ds[) and since VT = 0, the above rough calculationssuggest that
E(ftT -_
6
The firstequalityis the chain rule for differentiation.(See, for example,Luenberger(1969)for
sufficienttechnicalconditions,essentiallyFrechetdifferentiability
throughout.)The second equality
is the definitionof Vm. The third equalityis the definitionof the derivativeof the distributionof
Vt+s given YF with respect to s at s = 0. The fourth equalitycalls for continuityof m. The fifth
equality,interchanginglimits,calls for uniformconvergenceassumptions.The sixthequalityuses the
definitionof smoothnessof m at certainty,plus the linearityof v -* Vm(8v(t);v), which allows 1/s
to reappear outside the expectation.The seventh equality is Ito's Lemma plus the fact that
fM,(V7,,Vt)o-.dB, is a martingaleunder mild technical restrictions.The eighth equality follows
(almosteverywhere)by Fubini'sTheoremfor conditionalexpectation,as in Ethierand Kurtz(1986).

The last equality uses M1(x, x) = 1.
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we might characterizeV as a solution to the integralequation
(1)

Vt =E [

s

sXt)+2A

s)ds |t

],t

E-[0, T].

Technical conditions under which (18) and (12) could easily be proven
equivalent would be much stronger and clumsier than those that we will
ultimatelyuse to proveexistenceand uniquenessof a solution V to (18). For our
purposes,the following"morallyequivalent"definitionof the utility process is
thereforeproposed.
Let (f, m) be an aggregator such that m is smooth at certainty
and has a measurable variance multiplierA. Then V is the stochastic differential
utility (SDU) process for ce D under (f, m) if V is the unique square-integrable
semimartingale satisfying (18).
DEFINITION:

If there is an SDU process Vc for each c E D, then the function U: D -R
defined by U(c) = Vo is the recursive utility function generated by (f, m).
(Strictlyspeaking,Vo is a randomvariable taking a particularvalue, denoted
U(c), with probabilityone.) The existence of a recursiveutility function under
conditionson (f, m) is establishedat the end of this section. The infinite-horizon case is treated in an appendixco-authoredwith Costis Skiadas.
3.3. OrdinallyEquivalent UtilityProcesses

Only the ordinalpropertiesof a utilityfunctionare of interest,and there may
exist manydifferentaggregatorsgeneratingordinallyequivalentutilityfunctions.
In order to explorethis, we define a changeof variablesas any p: R >R that is
strictlyincreasingand continuouswith 'p(0)= 0. Two utilityfunctions U and U
are ordinallyequivalentif there is a change of variables'p such that U = 'po U.
Two aggregators(f, m) and (f, mn)are then definedto be ordinallyequivalentif
they generate ordinallyequivalentrecursiveutilityfunctions.
Considertwo aggregators(f, m) and (f, m) generatingutility functions,with
m and mnsmooth at certainty.We claim that (f, m) and (f, mn)are ordinally
equivalentif there is a smooth (C2) change of variables'p with
(21)

f (c, z ) =

,'(z

I ( c, z) E @ 8

f[c, 'p( )])
In order to show this, we use the fact that 'p[m( -)] =[-p(*)]
propertiesof the respectiveLGR's m and mnto get, for (x, y) E R
m(-

(22)

-) =

'p'(x)M(y, x) =A[Up(y),
A(x) = 'p'(x)A [p(x)]

+

p(x)],

and the
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where A and A are the respectivevariancemultipliers.For any consumption
process c, let V and V denote the utilityprocessesfor c under(f, m) and (f, m)
= p(V) since
respectively.By Ito's Lemma,we then know that VK
_
~~~~~1 d
dV,= ft(Vt) -f (c, Vt) - -A(Vt) dt [ V]t
2
dt
+ -j"(VJ)1[V]t
= [(Ct, Vt) -A(Vt)

dt [V]t] dt +

St

dt+ p'(Vt)otdBt
dBt,

where cr = '(/)Ot.
V
Relyingon the fact that both V and V are square-integrable
by definition, this shows that U = p o U, so indeed (f, m) and (f, mF)are
ordinallyequivalent.
We extend the ordinalequivalencerelationon aggregatorsby defining(f, m)
and (f, mn)to be ordinallyequivalentif they generateordinallyequivalentutility
functions,or (in case the existenceof utilityfunctionsis unresolved)if there is a
C2 change of variables p satisfying (21). In what follows, we will identify
ordinallyequivalentaggregators.
At this point, it is evident why the risk-aversionAssumption 2 was not
maintainedfor certaintyequivalents-it is not preservedby the ordinalequivalence relationand hence is not a statementabout the underlyingintertemporal
preference ordering. However, as mentioned near the end of Section 2, an
assumptionsuch as risk aversionfor m is meaningfulfor intertemporalpreferences if f is fixed. See, for example, Propositions 6 and 7 below and the
discussionprecedingthe latter.
Even for fixed f, distinct certainty equivalents m and mncan generate
ordinally equivalent aggregators(f,m) and (f,mn). Given our specialization
here to Brownianinformation,the drift function ,-t depends on m only via its
or
variancemultiplierA. Thjis,we are justifiedin referringto (f, m) and (f, mth),
m and m as being observationally
if
equivalentwith Brownianinformation their
respectivevariancemultipliersA and A are identicalfunctions.In that case, an
individual'schoices between consumptionprocesseswould be identicalgiven m
or m?i.
Some commentson the implicationsfor "observability"
with more general
informationstructuresare offered in Section 4.
3.4. Normalization of Stochastic Differential Utility

In this subsectionwe pursue conditionsunder which, for each consumption
process c, there is a unique solution V to the definingequation(18).
In order to reduce the existence issue to a standardfixed point problem,our
first step is to design a change of variables 'p that eliminates the variance
multiplier A from the formulation.That is, we consider the possibility of
choosinga 'p so that the new variancemultiplierA definedby (22) is zero. It is
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enough that (p satisfiesthe differentialequation
(23)

(p"(x) =A(x)(p'(x).

Solutionsto (23) are defined by
(24)

p(v) =C2+C,

exp[

A(x) dx] du,

where v0 is arbitraryand C2 and Cl are constants,with Cl > 0, chosen so that
qp(0)= 0. This change of variableswas developedin Duffie and Lions (1990) for
the purposeof demonstratingPDE solutionsof stochasticdifferentialutilityin a
Markovsetting as a function of the underlyingMarkovstate. (The "upper"
limits of the integralsdefining (p may in fact be less than v0, in which case the
direction of integration is reversed. If A is continuous, for example, these
integralsexist.)If V = (p o V is square-integrable,it followsthat V satisfies(18) if
and only if
(25)

Vt=E[f

T(cS,J)dst?],

te [O,T].

By the above construction,any aggregator(f, m) with a continuousvariance
multiplierhas an ordinallyequivalentaggregator(f, mn)whose variancemultiplier is zero. For our purposes, this has the same effect as having mi(- V) =
E(V). We refer to (f, mn),or f itself, as the normalizedversion of (f, m). We
will henceforthplace assumptionsdirectlyon a normalizedaggregator,that is, a
measurable function f: ex iR-+ R.
We remind the reader once again that the reduction to a normalized
does not mean that intertemporalutilityis risk-neutralor that
aggregator(f, m?i)
we have lost the abilityto disentanglesubstitutionfrom riskaversion.The point
is simply that the modeler can select which of the many ordinallyequivalent
aggregatorsto use dependingon the questionat hand. The normalizedaggregator is advantageousfor proof of existence of stochasticdifferentialutility,while
the un-normalizedaggregator(f, m) is convenient for achieving the desired
disentanglingby changing m with f fixed, as describedin Section 5.6. Such a
change in risk aversionis much less readilydescribedin terms of a normalized
aggregator.(For instance, consider the effect of a change in a on the normalized and un-normalizedaggregatorsin Example3 below.)
3.5. Existence of Stochastic Differential Utility

In summary,for the case of Brownianinformation,the utilityprocess can be
viewed without essential loss of generality as the solution V to an integral
equationof the form (25). Once we have posed the problemin this normalized
form, we do not actually need to assume Brownianinformationin order to
prove existence and uniqueness of the utility process. Of course, for nonBrownianinformation,(25) characterizesrecursiveutilityfor only a sub-classof
aggregators.
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Our main resultof this section is the followingset of sufficientconditionson a
normalizedaggregatorf for the existence of recursiveutility:
* f is Lipschitzin utility,in the sense that there exists some constant k such
kIv - wi.
that, for all cEE e and all (v,w) E , we have If(c, v) -f(c,w)I

* f satisfies a growth condition in consumption, in the sense that there are

constants k1 and k2 such that, for all c E e, we have If(c, 0)I < k1 + k211cII.
The conditionsallow, for example,f(c, v) = ca - 3v (for constants a E (0, 1)
and ,3), which generatesthe additivelyseparablespecification(1) for u(c) = ca.
The growthcondition on f and square-integrability
condition defining D can
both be relaxed. It is actuallyenough for all of the results of the paper that
lictila is integrable for some a> 1 and that f(c, 0)< k1 + k2C1IVy for some
y <a. Our growth and Lipschitz conditions are typical for the existence of
solutionsto stochasticdifferentialequations,a similarfixed point problem.
THEOREM
1: Suppose (f2, 9, F, P) is a filtered probability space, where F =
{(9t: t E [0, T]} satisfies the usual conditions. Let f: ex 1R-> ORbe measurable,
Lipschitz in utility, and satisfy a growth condition in consumption. Then, for any
consumption process c E D, there is a unique square-integrablesemimartingale V
satisfying (25).

Proof is shown in AppendixA and extended to the infinite horizon case in
Appendix C. In Section 5, several propertiesare establishedfor the recursive
utility function U: D

->

R defined by U(c)

VJ',whose existence is guaranteed

by Theorem 1.
4. EXAMPLES

We offer severalexamplesof aggregatorsand, in some cases, the corresponding stochastic differential utility function. A closed-form expression for the
utilityfunctionis not generallyavailable.
In orderto clarifythe examplesand differencesamongthem,we describehow
they rank the three consumptionprogramsdescribedin the introduction.One
can verifythat, apartfrom the special cases of Examples2 and 3 whichcoincide
with (1), we have:
A
cA

cA

cB
-.

cB

-

That is, neither cA

CC

for Example2,

CC

for Example3.

_

cB

nor CB

_

CC is impliedby stochasticdifferentialutility.

EXAMPLE 1 (StandardAdditive Utility): The standardadditiveexpected utilds I Ft], correity function (1), with the utility process Vt = E[fs> tu(c,)e p(st)

spondsto the aggregator(f, m), where
(26)
Suppose

f(c,v)=u(c)-,3v
6=

and

m('-V)=E(V).

R+ or e= R. If u(0)= 0 and u has the usual properties, then an
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ordinallyequivalentaggregator(f, mi)is given by
(27)

)

u'(v)
u'(v)

f(c,v)==p
f(c(c)-u0{3

a

m(

=u-1(E[u(V)]).

This aggregatorsatisfies(29) below. The correspondingutilityprocess V satisfies
V=U-1Ee

EXAMPLE

U(cs)eP(st)ds

Ft]

2 (Uzawa Utility): Let f(c, v) = u(c) - 1(c)v and m(

V) = E(V).

The intertemporalexpected utility functional (6) is generated by (f, m). The
utilityprocess is
VK E[

(/P(t)d

u(cs)e,

d

]

3 (Example of Kreps-Porteus Utility): Let
a < 1, and define

EXAMPLE

O

(28)

f(c,u)

up

=-

and

&=

R+, 0 * p < 1, 0 < f,

m(-V)=[E(Va)]/a.

The function f coincideswith that in (27) if u(c) =cP/p. Thus, for deterministic

consumptionprocesses, the utility function is of the additive CES form, with
elasticity of intertemporal substitution (1 - p)-.

If a= p, then (28) and (26)

coincide and the utility functions they generate are identical for stochastic
consumptionprocessesas well. This is not so, however,if a # p. It can be shown
(by applyingIto's Lemmaand takinglimits as the length of a time intervalgoes
to zero) that the correspondingstochastic differentialequation for the utility
process V is the continuous-timelimit of the homogeneousCES specification
examinedin discretetime by Epstein and Zin (1989). It is shownthere that risk
aversion of the intertemporalordering increases as a falls. A corresponding
result for our continuous-timeframeworkis shown in Proposition6 below. An
ordinallyequivalentaggregator,for which the variancemultiplieris 0, is given
by
cP-

f(c,v)=p

(au)

pl

(v)p/a

and

m(-QV)=E(V),

a<1,

a#0.

Although f does not satisfy the Lipschitzcondition for Theorem 1, existence
and uniquenessis shown by PDE methods, in a Markovsetting, by Duffie and
Lions (1990). This ends Example 3.

The certaintyequivalentsconsidered so far are all consistentwith expected
utility theory. A numberof generalizationsof the expected utility model have
been proposedrecentlyas rationalizationsof behaviorsuch as that exhibitedin
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the Allais paradox. In the final two examples, we integrate two of these
generalizationsinto our model in order to examinetheir implicationsfor choice
in a continuous-timesetting. The new theories all deal with static or one-shot
choice environments,and specifyutilityor evaluationfunctionalsfor probability
distributionson the real line. These functionalsenter our model as alternative
certainty-equivalentcomponentsof an aggregator.
It will be convenientto considerreal-valuedconsumptionprocesses(v= R+)
over an infinite time horizon, considered in Appendix C, and also to adopt a
changeof variablesfor which the constantpath at level c has utility c. It follows
that the utility of any consumptionprocess c is equal to c if the constant
consumption path at level c is indifferent to c. In other words, utility is
measuredin consumptionunits. This normalizationof utilitycorrespondsto the
condition
(29)
f(c,c)=O,
ceDR+.
Of course, (18) defines the manner in which m affects intertemporalutility.
Preferenceor behavioralinterpretationsof m are more explicit,however,if we
temporarilyextend beyond the case of Brownianinformationused in most of
our analysis.Such an extensionis also useful in understandingthe discussion(in
the followingexamples)of the extent to whichdifferentcertaintyequivalentsare
observationallyequivalent.Considerconsumptionprocessesfor whichconsumption is constant at co on [0, r) and such that, at time

i,

consumption jumps to a

new randomlevel c that persiststhereafter.Both X and the probabilitydistribution c are knownat t = 0, and no furtherinformationregardingthe latter is
obtainedduring(0, r). Suppose,further,that utilityis measuredin consumption
units and is generatedby an aggregator(f, m) satisfying(29). Then, by a natural
extensionof our analysis,for given X and co, the utilityof the process described
above is an increasing function of m( -). Thus m defines the preference
rankingbetween suitablepairs of consumptionprocesses.
4 (Machina'sExtensionof Expected Utility): Machina(1982) prothat
the assumptionof an expected-utilityfunctionalbe replaced by the
poses
assumptionof Frechet differentiabilityof the utility functional. Let IF be a
real-valuedfunctionthat is Frechet differentiablein a suitablenormon the set,
say domIF, of probabilitydistributionson the real line havingcompactsupport.
Let ,lr,defined by ,lr(x) 31'G), correspondto the restrictionof ' to dirac
measures. If 3 is increasingin the sense of first order stochasticdominance,
then ,lrand 31 have effectivelyidentical ranges, and we can define a certainty
equivalentm by
EXAMPLE

(30)

m( ) -- -1[(

)]

Then m is Frechet differentiable;at each measure v in dom(31), let AF, v):
DR
1R denote the Riesz representationof its Frechet derivativeat v, as in
Machina(1982). If for any dirac measure Ax,F1(-,Ax)is bounded and continuously differentiableand V is a process whose conditional distributionis a
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Frechet differentiablefunction of time, then the local gradientrepresentation
M of m is defined by M(v, x) = F(u, ,). (These assumptions for (, 8)
constituteadditionalrestrictionson I1 or m beyondFrechetdifferentability.But

they appearto be purelytechnicalin nature and, moreover,are impliedby the
differentiabilityassumptionsthat Machinafrequently(for instances,pp. 300 and
307) adopts for his "local" utility functions.) The representation F of the
Frechet derivativeuniquely identifies m since, as Machina shows, the local
information provided by F can be "pieced together" to make the global
comparisonsnecessaryto uncover m. But the same is not true for M, which
provideslocal informationabout m only near diracmeasures.Thus, there exists
m distinctfrom m for which M and M coincide.
Let f be arbitrarysubjectto (29), and considerthe aggregator(f, m). Since
the characterization(18) of the utility process involves m only via its variance
multiplierA, we see fromthe above discussionthat, in general,there exist many
Frechet differentiablecertainty equivalent functions that are observationally
equivalent.For example,let h be any strictlyincreasingC2 function satisfying
(31)

h"( x)
h()=A(x),

x E [R+,

and let mnbe the correspondingexpected-utilitycertaintyequivalentdefinedby
(8). It follows that (f, m) and (f, mn)implyidenticalchoices amongconsumption
processes adapted to Brownianinformation.In other words, in this environment, Machina'sextension of expected utility, suitablyadapted and integrated
into our intertemporal setting, is empirically indistinguishable from expected
utility.

The intuition for this findingis clear: Given recursivity,the choice between
two consumptionprocesses is determined,via "integration,"by the certainty
equivalent assigned at each t to the uncertaintyto be faced over a "small"
interval [t, t + ]. At t, VKis known with certainty, while the uncertainty
is "small" given Brownian information.Thus, the only
represented by VK+8
propertiesof mQ ) that are relevant are those that are reflected in evaluating
small risks about certainty.Machina'slocal analysis and propositionsextend
expected utility analysisand results in a substantiveway preciselybecause it is
assumedthat the relevantdomainincludessmall gamblesabout arbitraryinitial
probabilitydistributions.(Mathematically,therefore,one can identifythe entire
Frechetderivativeratherthanjust the local gradientrepresentationM.) Even if
jumps in utility are allowed, as when a Poisson component is present, the
uncertaintyfaced at any instant still represents a small risk about certainty.
Thougha discretejump is possible,the size of the jump is deterministicand the
conditionalprobabilitythat one will occur in [t, t + E] is small(roughly1 - e-AE
where A is the intensityof the Poisson process). This explainswhy, even with
mixed Brownian-Poissoninformation,one cannot uniquely identify m. Such
identificationcan be achieved, however, if the more general jump processes
described prior to this example are admitted into the domain. The gambles
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defined by those processes are not small in any sense. Section 7 formulatesa
stochastic differential model of recursive utility in the presence of mixed
Brownian-Poissoninformation.This ends Example4.
EXAMPLE 5 (Dekel-ChewBetweennessCertaintyEquivalents):An axiomatic
generalizationof expected utility,which is not generallyFrechet differentiable,
is describedby Dekel (1986) and Chew (1989). We say that m( ) is a between-

ness certainty equivalent if there exists some continuous H: DR
x RF-* 1Rsuch

that H(x, x) 0, H(-, x) is increasing and, for all p e (RA), m(p) is the
unique solution to
(32)

fH[x,

m(p)] dp(x) = 0.

If H(x, y) = h(x) - h(y),

then m reduces to the expected utility form

h- (E[h( )]) of (8). Supposethat, for each y, the partialH1(, y) is positiveand
continuouslydifferentiable.Then, by Ito's Lemma,m is -smoothnear certainty,
with LGR
(33)

M(., Y) =

H(.,y)
Hj( y,y)

In the case of Brownianinformation,it follows as in the precedingexample
that betweenness and expected utility certainty equivalents are empirically
indistinguishablefrom one another. But a caveat must be applied to this
assertionsince the above differentiabilityassumptionsfor H(, y) rule out some
economicallyinterestingbetweenness functionals,called semi-weightedutility
by Chew (1989).Such utilityfunctionsexhibit'first-order'local risk aversion,as
explainedin Section 3. First-orderlocal risk aversionis also a generic property
of rank-dependentutility theory, which is an alternativeaxiomaticgeneralization of expected utility due to Quiggin(1982), Yaari (1987), and Segal (1989).
The integrationof such-th&oriesinto a continuous-timeframeworkis addressed
brieflyin Section 7.3.
To concludethis example,we brieflyanticipatethe calculationsin Section 7.1
dealingwith mixedBrownian-Poissoninformation.If (f, m) and (f, m*) are two
aggregators,then the correspondingstochasticdifferentialutilityfunctionscoincide if and only if M = M*. But for certaintyequivalentsin the betweenness
class, M = M* if and only if m = m*. (To see this, let m* and H* also satisfy
(32) with M* = M. Then (33) implies that, for all x and y, H(x, y) =
a(y)H*(x, y), where a(y) H1(y, y)/H*(y, y) * 0. It is therefore immediate

from (32) that m = m*. The converse is evident.) In other words, given f, the
betweenness certainty equivalent is uniquely determined by preferences over
consumptionprocesses under the informationgenerated by combinationsof
Brownianand Poissonprocesses.In particular,betweennessand expectedutility
certainty equivalents can be distinguishedfrom one another on the basis of
observedchoices in such an environment.This ends Example5.
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Our statementsconcerningthe observationalequivalenceor inequivalenceof
variousformsof preferencesin a continuous-timesetting apply,in particular,to
any distinctionsthat can be drawnfrom empiricalstudies of asset prices. In this
regard, our statements of observationalequivalence also go beyond those of
Kocherlakota(1987),which applyto asset pricingin static or i.i.d. settings.
UTILITY

5. PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL

This section shows that the stochasticdifferentialutility function defined in
Section 3 has a range of naturalproperties,under naturalconditions.We will
providesufficientconditionsfor: (i) continuity;(ii) monotonicitywith respect to
terminalvalue VT;(iii) monotonicitywith respect to consumptionc; (iv) time
consistency;(v) concavity;(vi) comparativerisk aversion;(vii) risk aversion;(viii)
homotheticity.
Unless otherwise stated, throughoutthis section (f2, S, P, F) is general;we
requireonly that the filtrationF = {,5,: t E [0,T]} satisfiesthe usual conditions,
is augmented,and that Y0 is trivial(has only events of probabilityzero or 1).
We define f: ex RF-* ll to be regularif f is continuous,Lipschitzin utility,and
satisfiesa growthin conditionin consumption.It is a maintainedhypothesisof
this section that the given normalizedaggregatorf is regular.This ensures (by
Theorem 1) existence of the associatedutilityfunction U.
5.1. Continuity
PROPOSITION

D

-*

1

(Continuity):The stochastic differential utility function U:

llRis continuous.

PROOF:

Given c and j in D, let V= Vc and V = Vc be the associated utility

processes.For any t,
IVt-t I,t

I

TEhs

E ft |( CS
, Vs) - f(is ,Vs)Ids| 6t]

I~E[ffl(cs~

(h fi(CcG

VS) -f(js,JVs)

BSe)m sIVs) l

]

+(kpeVsn-i )syds

The stochastic Gronwall-Bellman Inequality (Appendix B) yields
,

T

kt

A/

t]
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If {cn}is a sequence convergingin D to c, then for all n,
|U(c )

-

U(c) I < E[

e

tf(Ct

Vt)

-ft(ct,

) Idtl.

Since Cn convergesto D to c (and therefore, along some subsequenceof every
subsequence,pointwise almost everywhereon !2 x [0,T] with respect to the
optional o-algebra) and f is continuous and satisfies a growth condition
in consumption, the dominated convergence theorem (Ethier and Kurtz
inequalityimply that the integralon the
(1987, p. 492)) and Cauchy-Schwartz
Q.E.D.
right-handside convergeswith n to zero, provingcontinuityof U.
5.2. Monotonicity For Terminal Value

We momentarilyextend the definitionof stochasticdifferentialutility functions so that there is a terminalrewardat some [0,T]-valuedstoppingtime r.
The terminalrewardis defined by some 5?measurable Ye L1(P). Proposition
Al (AppendixA) implies that there is a unique integrablesemimartingaleVc Y
solvingthe equation
(34)

VtC/Y=E[ff(Cs,vSc,Y)ds+Y$tj

PROPOSITION

te[O,T].

T]-valued
2 (Monotonicityfor TerminalValue): Let r be a [O,

stopping time. Suppose Y> W, for $;;-measurable Y and W in L'(P). For any
given c E D, let V= VC,Yand V= VC,w be defined by equation (34). Then V) V.
PROOF: For starters, suppose

Vt- Vt = E[

r = T. We have

ff(cs 9Vs) -f (CS,
VS) + Y- WY ],

and since f is Lipschitz in utility,

f(cs,Vs) -f (cs, V ) > -kls - Vs.
The result follows by Appendix Lemma B2. For general T, we can replace
f(cS, Vs) by 1{S<Tf(cS, Vs) throughout the above and get the same answer.
Q.E.D.

5.3. Monotonicity For Consumption

Now we show monotonicityof recursiveutility with respect to consumption
under the assumptionthat f is increasingin consumption,meaningthat, for any
v E lR, f(*, v) is an increasingfunction. We say that f is strictlyincreasingin
consumptionif, for all v, the function f( , v) is strictlyincreasing.Likewise,we
say that the stochastic differentialutility function U: D -I lR is increasing if
c > c implies that U(c) > U(c), and that U is strictlyincreasingif U(c) > U(c)
wheneverc > c and c * 8.
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PROPOSITION 3 (Monotonicityin Consumption):Iff is increasing in consumption, then U is increasing. If f is strictly increasing in consumption, then U is
strictly increasing.
PROOF: Pick any c and c in D with c > c. Let V be the utilityprocess for c
under f, and V be the utilityprocessfor c under f. We have, for all t,

Vt - Vt =

E

[f(cs,V5)

-f(J5,JK)] ds

),

and
f (c, Vs) -f (is, Vs) =f(Cs, Vs) -f (is

Vs) + f (js

Vs)-f (js

VS)

f (cs, Vs) -f (is, Vs) - k IVs- Jsl

The resultfollowsby LemmaB2 (AppendixB).

Q.E.D.

5.4. Time Consistency

An important property of recursive utility functions is that they exhibit
intertemporalconsistency. Consider the following axiom on a family > =
{ >o,t: (G, t) E 12x [0,T]} of binary orders on D. We let c at j denote the
event {w e 12: c >hOt J}, and say that a is adapted if (c at C) E t for all
(c, J) E D x D and all t E [0, T]. As usual, >- denotes the correspondingfamily
of strict preference orders. For example, for each c in D, let Vc denote the
utility process generated by c under f. Then f generates a family a of
complete transitivepreferenceorders defined by c at C if and only if Vtc> VtC.
(Consistency):An adaptedfamily a = { >-(Ot} of binaryorderson
DEFINITION
D is consistentunder the following condition. For each stopping time X E Y
and each pair c and c of consumptionprocesses in D, if the restrictionsof c
and c to 10O,
] coincide, then
(35)

P(c

c)= 1 =c

0 c

and
j) = 1

and P(c >- ) > 0= c >-0 c.
Consistencyrequiresthat, for c and c as above, an unambiguouspreference
for c over c at time X is respected at time 0. By the nature of recursiveutility,
P(c

VJc= V,Cif c and c coincide on Rr,T]; that is, past consumption does not affect

preferences.Once consistencyor recursivepreferencesis established,it follows
that one can apply dynamicprogrammingto optimizationproblemsin such a
way that state variables reflectingpast consumption are unnecessary. See Section

6 for our dynamic programmingresults and Section 8.2 for an extension
allowing an additional state-variablefor "habit persistence" in the sense of
Constantinides(1988). For additionalutilitymodels in which past consumption
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plays a role in determiningutility,see Heaton (1988), Sundaresan(1989),Hindy
and Huang (1989a and b), Detemple and Zapatero(1989).
That recursiveutility functions satisfy consistencyis a simple consequence
of monotonicitywith respect to terminal value (Proposition 2). The following theorem of consistency actually applies under any conditions leading
to a stochastic differential representation of utility of the form VJ=
E(fsTg Go, t, c, Vt)dt I F).
PROPOSITION

4 (Consistency):The family of preference orders generated by f is

consistent.
PROOF:

Pick r, c, and c as in the definitionof consistency.Using the notation

of Proposition 2, we have V0 = Vo()

and VO= VOv(T). The result then follows

Q.E.D.

from Proposition2.
5.5. Concavity

The following conditions for concavity provide, along with the previously
shown continuity and monotonicity conditions, sufficient regularityto apply
certain general equilibriumresults. For existence of general equilibriumin D,
however,an additionalcondition such as uniformpropernessmay be required,
as shown by Mas-Colell(1986). See, also, Duffie and Skiadas(1990).
PROPOSITION 5 (Concavity):Supposef is a concave function. Then the stochastic differential utility function generated by f is concave.
PROOF: Let c and b be consumptionprocesses and, for any a E [0,1], let VA
be the utility process for ac + (1 - a)b, and let Vc and Vb be the utility
processes for c and b, respectively.
Then
For t E [0, TI, let at = Vta - [alVc + (1 - ab].

at= E[

(f [acs + (1 -a)b,
-af(cs, V,

= E[|

Vsa]

)(1 -a)f (bs, Vsb d

t]

(f [ac +(1-at)bs9Vsa]
-f[acs+(1-a)bs,aKsc+(1-a)

where
+ (1-a)bs,
g =f[acS
f
- af (C9
.Vsc)-(1

aVsc + (1- a)Js/]
-

a)f

(bs sV

sb]+gs)ds|5?j,
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The integrandin the last expressiondominates g, - k i51,and, by concavityof
f g, > 0. The resultfollowsby LemmaB2 (AppendixB).
Q.E.D.
5.6. ComparativeRisk Aversion

In order to justifyour claim that the generalizationfrom additivelyseparable
expected utility to recursive utility makes possible a degree of separation
between intertemporalsubstitutionand risk aversion,we need the following
definition:
DEFINITION- (ComparativeRisk Aversion): Let U* and U be two stochastic
differentialutility functions.We say that U* is more risk aversethan U if U*
rejects any gamble that is rejected by U, that is, for any c E D and any
deterministicprocess c in D,

U(c)

< U(c)

=>U*(c)

< U*(c)'.

If U* and U are comparableaccordingto this definition,then they must rank
deterministicprogramsidentically.After a change of variables,they must be
identical on the set of deterministicconsumption processes, from which it
follows that they share the same function f as the first component of their
aggregators.Thus the followingtheorem restrictsattention to the case f* = f.
PROPOSITION
6 (ComparativeRisk Aversion): Suppose F is the standard
filtration of a standard Brownian motion in some Euclidean space. Let U* and U
be the stochastic differentialutilityfunctions generated by aggregators (f, m*) and
(f, m) respectively,where m* and m have continuous variance multipliersA* and
A. Suppose the respective normalized aggregators are regular. Then U* is more
risk averse than U if A* AA.

The readerwill note from the proof that A* AA is also close to a necessary
conditionfor U* to be more risk averse than U.
PROOF: Let Spbe defined by (24), the change of variablesthat eliminates A.
This normalizes(f, m) to the aggregator(f, mn)whose variance multiplier is
zero. Since A* AA, applyingthe same change of variablessp to the aggregator
(f, m*) results in a new aggregator(f, mn*),with a variancemultiplierA* < 0.
(This is checked by a calculation,using (24) and (22).) Let U and U* be the
recursiveutilityfunctionsgeneratedby (f, mn)and (f, mn*),respectively.
In order to prove the result, it is enough to show, for an arbitraryc E D, that
U(c) > U*(c). To this end, let c E D be arbitrary.Let V* be the utilityprocess
associatedwith c under(f, mW*).
(Its existenceis impliedby Theorem 1 and the
assumptionsof this proposition,after invertingthe changeof variablesnormaliz-
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ing (f, m*).) The result is the solution V* to the equation

~~~~d1 ds
s1,

T

t E[O,T].

fCScVss)+ 2A*(Vi )sd-[V*]s

JK =E

Letting V be the utilityprocess for c under f, we also have
f (cS, Vs) dsJt]

Vt = E[

t E [0,T]T

Subtracting,
T

Vt-Vt

=

E[|

_-A*(V*)s

+f(cs,Vs*)

~~~d

d-[V*Is

-f(cs,JVs)

ds t

],

t E

[0, T]

The integranddominates
1_

- 2A*(V*)s

d
-[V*]s

-kl

s -Vs-

,

while
1_

d

- 2A*(V*)s-jj[V*]s

>0.

LemmaB2 then impliesthat U(c) > U*(c), and the resultfollows.

Q.E.D.

Accordingto Proposition6, we can increasethe degree of risk aversionof the
intertemporalpreferenceorderingwithout affecting"certaintypreferences"by
keeping the f-component of the aggregatorunchangedand changingthe certainty equivalentso that the variancemultiplierfalls. A sufficientconditionfor
A* < A is that m*() < m(); that is, m* is smaller and hence the more risk
averse certaintyequivalent.This can be proved by applyingIto's Lemma to a
judiciouslychosen consumptionprocess, and extending the argumentused to
then
and m*(& V) =h*-(E[h*(V)]),
prove (15). If m(- V) =h-'(E[h(V)])
m* < m if and only if h* is more concave than h on the range of the utility

process.
5.7. Risk Aversion

We may not only want to compare the degrees of risk aversion of two
recursiveutilityfunctions,but also to determinewhethera given utilityfunction
is risk averse in an absolute sense. For any consumptionprocess c, let E(c)
denote the deterministicprocess defined, almost everywhere,by E(c)t = E(ct).
(The separabilityassumption on e and definition of D imply that ct is
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integrablefor almost every t.) A utility function U is risk averse if, for all c
in D,
U(c) < U [E(C)] .
(36)
Suppose,momentarily,that F is the standardfiltrationof a standardBrownian
motion. If (f, m) is an aggregatorwhose certaintyequivalentis riskaversein the
sense of Assumption2, then its variancemultiplierA is nonpositive,as shown
by (15). This implies, subject to the technical regularityconditionsof Proposition 6, that the utilityfunctiongeneratedby (f, m) is more risk aversethan that
generated by (f, m*), where m* is merely the expected value function. The
followingpropositionthereforeshows, again subjectto the technicalrestrictions
of Proposition6, that (f, m) is risk averse if m is risk averse and f(, v) is
concave for all v. The propositiondoes not in fact assume Brownianinformation, but begins with the given regularnormalizedaggregatorf.
PROPOSITION 7 (Risk Aversion): Suppose, for all v E R, that f(, v): e-*> RFis
concave. Then the recursive utility function generated by f is risk averse.

in D, and let c = E(c). Let V be the utilityprocess
PROOF: Let c be arbitrary
for c under f and let V be the utilityprocess for c under f. We have
VtV

=E[f

V -f (c, Vs)]ds|t]

[ f(

Using Fubini'sTheoremfor conditionalexpectations,
V-Vt

=

E[

(E[f(

VS-f

+f (cs,Fs)

(c

VS5)]

f (cs, Vs) dsl ].t

The integranddominates
, V5)ts-t- k l-s - VsI
E[f(EsSvs -f(c
while, by Jensen's Inequalityfor conditionalexpectations,
E[f(cS, J)-f

(cS J1)15t]

> 0.

The resultfollowsby LemmaB2.

Q.E.D.

5.8. Homotheticity

A utilityfunction U is homotheticif, for any consumptionprocesses c and c'
and any scalarA > 0,
U(c') > U(c).
U(Ac') > U(Ac)
(37)
This leads to the followingdefinitionfor aggregators.
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DEFINITION (Homotheticity):Suppose T? is a cone and the aggregator(f, m)
generates a recursive utility function. Then (f, m) is homothetic if, for any
consumptionprocesses c and c and any scalarA > 0,

(38)

VAC>VAC*VC>VC.

Throughoutthis subsection, we restrict ourselves to positive-valuedutility
processes. The function f: ex [0,oo)- [0,oo), where e is a cone, is linearly
homogeneous of degree one (a definition) if, for any scalar A > 0 and any
(c, v) E- t'x (0, oo), we have f(Ac, Av) = Af(c, v). A variance multiplier A is
linearly homogeneous of degree - 1 if, for some k, A(v) = k/v for all v > 0.
Homotheticaggregatorscan be characterizedas follows.
PROPOSITION 8 (Homotheticity):An aggregator (f, m) that generates a recursive utility function U is homothetic if there exists an aggregator (f*, m*)
generating an ordinally equivalent utilityfunction such that f * is linearly homogeneous of degree one and the variance multiplierA* of m* is linearly homogeneous
of degree -1.
PROOF: The linear homogeneityconditions on f* and A* imply that the
utility process map c -* Vc generated by (f *, m*) is linearlyhomogeneousof
Q.E.D.
degree one, whichyields homotheticity.

We can sketchout an argumentthat the linearhomogeneityconditions(on an
ordinallyequivalentaggregator)are also necessaryfor homotheticity.For necessity, we assume that (f, m) is homothetic, which implies that there is an
ordinallyequivalentaggregator(f *, m*) such that the resultingutility process
map c |-* Vc is linearlyhomogeneousof degree one; that is, for any scalarA > 0
and consumption process c, VAC= AVC.For deterministic c in D, we have
d

(39)

d

Vtc

f*(ct,

vtc)

Applyingthe linear homogeneityof c >- Vc and (39) to Ac producesthe linear
homogeneityof f. For general c E D and scalarA > 0, if we let {t} denote the
drift process of VC, then the homogeneity of c >- Vc implies that the drift of
VACis A,ctt.Since f *(Act, VtAc)=f *(Act, AVtC)= Af *(ct, Vtc),we have
(40)

A,t - Af *(ct,Vtc)

1
1
d
d
= -A*(VtAC) [VAC]t =A-A*(Vtc)d
[VC]t.

Since the quadratic variation of

VAC = AVC

is merely A2 multiplied by the

quadraticvariationof V, we then have
(41)

A* (VtAC)=A*(AVtc) =

A* ( Vtc)
A

This implies the desired homogeneityof A*, at least in the range of the utility
processes.
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6. THE BELLMAN EQUATION

This section shows that optimality for a continuous-timerecursive utility
function is characterizedby Bellman's equation, which, in this setting, is an
equation.
extendedversion of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
The setting chosen is a finite time horizon, a controlled state process {XJ,
and a regularnormalizedaggregatorf. Let F: ; X 3-2C define the admissible set of controls,in the sense that ct must be chosen from the set F(x, t) at
time t when the currentstate Xt is xE l'R'.For a given control c E D, the state
process {XtJexists if it uniquelysolves the equation
(42)
dXt=b(Xt,t,ct) dt a(X,, tct) dBtI
where XO is given and b :R x 37x ?e l-nR and a: RWx 7x 4-+ nxd are
measurable.
A process c in D is an admissiblecontrol if: (i) there is an integrablestate
process {XtJsolving(42); (ii) for all t, c EeA(Xt, t). Let Dr denote the set of
admissiblecontrol processes, let U denote the recursiveutility function on D
generatedby f, and considerthe controlproblem
(43)

sup U(c).
c e Dr

An admissiblecontrol c* is optimalif U(c*) = supce Dr U(c).
We will show a version of the sufficiency of the Bellman equation for
optimality. First, for any c E - and any J E C2' 1(Rn X 5), let
(44)

= Jt(x, t) +Jx(x, t)b(x, t, c)

_9zl(x,t)

+

2

tr |a(x,

t, c)a(x,

tc)TXX(X'

t)]

We define J E C2, 1(Rn X 37) to be the valuefunction of the control problem,
when there exists an optimalcontrol c, if Vtc = J(Xt, t), t E [0, T], where Vc is
the utility process for c and Xc is the state process determinedby c. By our
consistencyresult, Proposition4, if c and c are both optimal controls, then
Vc= V6, so we may refer to vc as the value process.
Despite the strengthof the technicalconditionsin the followingcharacterization of the Bellman equation as a sufficientcondition for optimality,the basic
nature of the result is quite natural.
PROPOSITION 9

(Bellman's Equation): Suppose j e C2'1(Rn x 3S) has a

bounded derivative Jx and that, for all (x, t)
(45)

sup

E 8

X 3

3C.J(X, t) + f [c, J(x, t)] =0,

cEG(X, t)

with boundary condition J(x, T) = 0, x E R8n Suppose, moreover, there exists a
e? such that, for all (x, t) E Iz X 3
measurablefunction C: RIz X
(46)

Cx, t) E argmax _cJ(x, t) +f [c-, J(x, t)].
eF(x,

t)
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Finally, suppose that X* is the unique square-integrable process solving the
stochastic differentialequation

(47)

dXt*= b[Xt*, t, C(X*, t) ] dt +

a [Xt*,

t, C(Xt*, t) ] dBt,

X0O=XO.

Let c* be the process defined by c* = C(Xt*, t), t E [0, T]. If c* is a square-integrable process, then J is the value function of the control problem and c* is an
optimal control.
REMARK:

The bound on Jx can be relaxed; we need only that

fJx(Xt,t)a(Xt,t,ct)dBt

be a martingale. A key technical issue is the strong

(pathwise unique) existence of a solution X* to (47). It is enough that
x -* b(x, t, C(x, t)) and x |-* a(x, t, C(x, t)) satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition,
locally in x, and a uniform growth condition. This is difficultto verify since
there is little advance informationabout the feedback control C. The same
issues arise in the traditionaladditive setting; for one result of this type, see
Fleming and Rishel (1975, p. 197). Alternatively,one may look for a "weak"
solution to (47), as in Krylov(1980, p. 87). Likewise, it is difficultto know in
advance the differentiabilityof J. On this, see, for example, Krylov (1980,
Chapter4), Lions (1981), and Crandalland Lions (1983).
PROOF: Let c be any admissiblecontrol,and let V be the utilityprocessfor c
under f. Let Xc denote the solution of the state process equation (42) for
control c. By Ito's Lemma,since JX is bounded and J(Xc, T) = 0,

(48)

J(Xtc, t) = E

t E[0T

-CSJXCsdt]

We also have
Vt= E[

f(cs

Vs)

t E [0, T].

dstj]

The Bellman equation(45) implies that, for all t,
J(X,c,t) - V/=E[f

[gc(s)J(Xc,s)

-f(cC,

Vs)] ds $?t

where
.g1C(s)J(XSc,5)

-f(cs,VsD

=

_gC(S)J(XC,S)

-f

[cs,J(XS

-kl J(Xsc,s) - VsI

S)]
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Since - _c(s)J(Xc, s)-f[c5, J(Xscs)] is nonnegative, Appendix Lemma B2
implies that U(c) = VO< J(xo, 0), where xo is the starting value of the con-

trolled state process. If we take the particularcase of c = c*, (46) implies that
U(c*)= J(xo, 0). Since c and xo are arbitrary,c* is thereforeoptimal. Q.E.D.
It may often be convenientto begin with an un-normalizedaggregator(f, m),
for example,for the purpose of comparativerisk aversionanalysis(Proposition
6). Thus we note the followinggeneralizationof (45):
(49)

sup

?iJ(x,t)+f[c,J(x,t)]

cEF(X,t)

+'A [J(x,t)]IIJx(x,t)a(x,c,t)I

12=0.

Providedthe normalizedaggregatoris regular,this extension of the Bellman
equation(45) follows from Ito's Lemmaand (22).
Trudinger(1983) has a limited result on the existence of solutions to the
Bellman equationin a related setting. Duffie and Lions (1990) remarkhow the
theoryof viscositysolutionsdue to Crandalland Lions (1983) extends naturally
to the case of stochasticdifferentialutility.
7. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

This section brieflydiscussessome extensionsof the model.
7.1. Mixed Poisson-Brownian Information

Suppose that F is the filtrationgeneratedby a standardBrownianmotion B
in Rd and an independent martingale compensated point process N with
predictablejump intensityA, and unit size jumps. (For example, N could be a
compensatedPoisson process, meaning that A is a constant.) In this case we
conjecturethat a utilityprocess V is of the form
dVt

t dt+atdBt+GtdNt,

for some ,ut, o-, and G. Following by analogy the arguments in the pure
Browniancase,
(50)

t=

(ct, Vt)-2'(

t)t2-At[M(Vt

+Gt,

- M(Vt_ Vt_A

We leave furtheranalysisof recursiveutilityin this more generalinformation
environmentfor separate research,which should help elucidate the potential
importanceof static non-expected-utilitytheoriesfor continuous-timemodeling.
(See Examples4 and 5 of Section 4.)
7.2. Habit Formation

For a model combiningthe features of recursiveutilitywith those of "habit
formation,"in the sense of Constantinides(1990),we could define V to be the
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utilityprocess for c E D if V is the unique solution to
(51)

VJ=E[f T(c,zf,JVSds

)

t

where zt is a "weightedaverage"of {c5:0 < s < t), say zt
some continuous function g: DR- R such as t

-*

e-t.

= ftg(t ds, for
s)cs
See also Sundaresan

(1989), Detemple and Zapatero(1989), as well as Heaton (1988).
Alternatively,we could connectwith the resultsof Hindyand Huang(1989a,b)
by definingV as the unique solution to
(52)

T(z,V)

Vt=E[f

dsAt ],

where zt = fog(t - s) dCs, and where C is a cumulative-to-datetotal consumption process drawn from the set of increasing,nonnegative,right-continuous
adaptedprocessessatisfying
llCII

=

E[

C(t) dt+ CT]

< X0

In this case, the utilityfunction automaticallyinheritsthe continuityproperties
with respect to intertemporalsubstitutionas well as the dualityresults that are
studied by Hindy and Huang (1989a,b). This example is further extended in
Duffie and Skiadas(1990).
For either (51) or (52), existence and uniqueness of V follow immediately
from AppendixPropositionAl, providedonly that f is measurable,satisfies a
growthconditionwith respectto the consumption-related
variables(that is, with
respect to (c, z) for (51), or with respect to z for (52)), and satisfiesa Lipschitz
conditionwith respect to utility.The Bellmanequationcorrespondingto (51) is
the obvious extensionof (45) obtainedby adjoiningthe "habit"process {zt} to
the state description.
7.3. Utility with a Kinked CertaintyEquivalent

In principle,it is not necessaryto have a smooth certaintyequivalentm( ) in
order to characterizea recursiveutility process {Vt= VO+ fo,t-sds + fJotsdBs).
For example,an extensionof Ito's Lemmafor convex(and not necessarilyC2)
functionsgives a definitionof the utilityprocess,one that replacesthe quadratic
"riskpenalty" fA(Vt)JJot
112in (17) with a natural"local time risk penalty."
Take for instance the Dekel-Chew betweenness certaintyequivalent m defined by (32) with the special "kinked" case of H(x, y) = cp(x/y), where
*O(x)=x-1 for x<1 and *O(x)=y(x-1) for x>1, where ye(0,1). The
motivation for examining this sort of extension may be apparent from the
discussionin Example5 of Section 4 of "first-order"local risk aversion.Putting
aside existence and uniquenessquestions,the followingcalculationscharacterize the utilityprocess V for a consumptionprocess c under(f, m), for arbitrary
well-behavedf.
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We suppose that Vt= Kt + f0srdBs for some finite variationprocess K and

progressively measurable o- with E(fo'llItI112dt)

where Zt
(1989)),
(53)

=

oo. We let Xt

<

= Vt/Zt,

t > 0,

m( V). By Ito's Lemmafor convexfunctions(Karatzasand Shreve
+ ftDso(Xs)
)

=
p(Xt) =p(X0)

0

dXs + f_AX(a)

dv,p(a),

where D-?p is the left-derivativeof Sp,AXt(x)is the local time of X at x up to

defined by vq,([a,b)) = D-?p(b) - D?-p(a). In
time t, and P is the measure on BR
our case, vP,is a diracmeasureof mass y - 1 at 1. The definitionE[p(Vt/Zt)] = 0

of Zt and the mild assumption that Z is differentiablein t imply, taking
expectationsthrough(53), that

0=0+E(f

D-(p(Xs)

- dKs-

ds)

More generally, for each t let Xt = Vs/Zt, where

Zt

+E[(y1=

m(- VslI),

(1)].
s > t, and

let lt be the local time processof Xt. Reinterpretingthe last displayedequation
at time t, conditionalon Ft, leaves
1
t

t

_

_

KztK

t

_t

dt + (y - 1) dLt = ?

)
= m(
91t-)= Vt, we would have dKt = Zt dt +
(y M)Jt
dLt. We put aside the issue of the existence of a process L whose
incrementsare defined by "sewingtogether"the increments7of It at time t, t
by t, and continueon a purelyformalbasis. With f(ct, Vt) = -Zt from (12), we
have

where dLt =dlt. Since Zt

(54)

dKt = (1-y)Vt

dLt-f(ct,

Vt) dt,

which replaces the "risk penalty" 2A(Jt)11o-tI2 dt in (17) with the "local-time
risk penalty"(y - 1)1tdLt. We have loosely characterizedthe utilityprocess V
as the unique solution to
(55)

Vt=E(fT

(y-

1)VsdLs+f(cs,

Vs)dst

t)

E [0,T]T

The measurementof risk by local time can also be viewed in terms of risk
measuredby "local mean absolutedeviation"with the aid of the Tanaka-Meyer
formula (Karatzasand Shreve (1989, p. 220)). This has been a purely formal
analysis,without rigorousjustification.
7One approach would be to construct L from (1t: t > O}by taking a sequence {t'} of time grids
with mesh size supn tni- tn-I I going to zero with i. Letting L' be piecewise constant as defined by
- lt'(t,), the objective would be weak convergence of {Li} to a
the jumps AL'(t, + =ltn(t+)
uniquely defined process L. This construction is well beyond our objectives here, especially as this is
merely one part of the utility existence problem.
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7.4. OtherExtensions
We could allow almost arbitrarystate and time dependenceof a generalized
aggregatorf: ex [I x [0, T] x lR-* R, as well as a terminal reward.For existence and uniquenessof the utilityprocess,we need only check the integrability
and Lipschitzconditionsof Appendix PropositionAl. Under naturalassumptions, the propertiesof such extended recursiveutility functions,even with the
additionof "habitpersistence,"are easily studied with the aid of AppendixB,
LemmaB2.
Finally,for the infinitetime horizoncase, see AppendixC, co-authoredwith
Costis Skiadas.
GraduateSchool of Business,StanfordUniversity,Stanford,CA 94305-5015,
U.S.A.
and
Departmentof Economics,Universityof Toronto,150 St. GeorgeSt., Toronto,
CanadaM55 lAl
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APPENDIX A: FIXED

POINTS OF RECURSIVE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

Recall that (f2, Y, F, P) is our (abstract) filtered probability space, where F = {(: te [0, T]
satisfies the usual conditions. Let -e be a closed convex subset of a Banach lattice (which is usually
and let D denote the space of {-valued
representing bundles of 1 commodities) with norm 1111,
WRe,
optional square-integrable processes. Let 11IIDbe defined on D by
IICIID = [E

fJlict112 dt )]

,

c E-D.

For each given c E D, we will establish the existence and uniqueness of a square-integrable
semimartingale Vc satisfying the equation

(al)

Vt

E

fT(c, VIC)ds -t ],

t E [O,T],

provided f: -ex R -4 R is measurable, uniformly Lipschitz in its second (utility) argument, and
satisfies a growth condition in its first (consumption) argument. (The Lipschitz condition can be
weakened.)
First, for 1 Sp < Xoand each semimartingale X, let
11X||,P=

supIXtI ||

Let c/'P denote the space of semimartingales (always taken to be cadlag) that are finite in
_l llP-norm. This space is shown in Protter (1990) to have a convenient relationship with the usual
space A?P of p-integrable semimartingales, especially for the purpose of establishing the existence
and uniqueness of stochastic differential equations driven by semimartingales. (See Protter (1990,
Theorem V.2 and Lemma V.1).)
Let g: [O,T]xfnxl R -*R be measurable and such that, for each t and v, gt(v) g(t, ,v):
Q lRis t-measurable. We usually have in mind gt(v) = f(ct, v) for some c E D. We will use the
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regularityconditions:
(i) g is k-lipschitz:The scalark is such that, for any t E [0,T] and (w, v) E R2,
|g,(v) -g,(w)|I

SkIv - w

dt is in LP.
(ii) g is p-integrable:The scalarp E [1,oo] is such that foTIg,(O)I
LEMMA Al: Supposethere is some p e [1,oo) and constant k such that g is k-lipschitzand
p-integrable.Then,for any ST-measurable Yin LP and any Ve Y"P,theprocessF(V) definedby

F(V), =E[

(a2)
is also in
PROOF:

te[O,T],

fTgs(Vs)ds+YS-,tj,

1P.

By the Lipschitzassumption,

supIF(V)t I< supE[fT Ig(Vs)Ids + IYIYit
< supE[fT (jgs(0) +kIVsJI)ds+IYI|t
<kTsupIVtI + supE[ f Igs(0)Ids+ IYI 5t].
The LP normof the left-handside is finite because the LP normof the first term on the rightis
finiteby assumption,and becausethe LP normof the secondtermon the rightis finiteby Theorem
V.2 of Protter(1990)and the definitionof the 6YP-norm(Dellacherieand Meyer(1982)). Q.E.D.
The main result of this appendixis the followingfixed point theorem for recursiveintegral
equations.The methodof proof is similarto that for stochasticdifferentialequations,as in Chung
and Williams(1990).
Supposeg is k-lipschitzfor some k andp-integrable
for somep E (1, oo).ThenF:
1P definedby (a2) has a uniquefixedpoint (thatis, a uniqueVin YP suchthatF(V) = V).

PROPOSITIONAl:

,7P

-*

PROOF:

For any U and V in /?P,
F(U)t - F(V)t

Et fT Igs(Us) -gs(Vs)
<kE[f

Ids

-t

J ds -F]
Us Vs

sup IUs- VsI t ]

< k(T-t)E[

Since IF(U)t - F(V),I ?k(T -t)Z,
Let8 Z supO < s < TI Us -Vs I and Zt E(Z1t).
usingFubini'sTheoremfor conditionalexpectation,
IF(2)(U)t

- F(2)(V)t I <

Ef[ Tkl F(U)s - F(V)s Ids t

<k2E[f T(T
=k2f7T(T[k(T2!
8

could also take z

= iI

Us -

SI ds.

- s)Zs ds -Y]

s)E(ZsI t ) ds
t)]2

we have,
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In general,

(T- t)]

( [)(U)tk-F(n)(V)t
',~~~~~~Jt

sup

Zt
1'~~~~n1

IF(n)(U)t -F(n)(V)t

n

supZ

But, Doob's inequalitygives(for p > 1 and (l/p) + (l/q) = 1)
||

<

Supztl

qsupIIZt,ILP

and
iiZtllPp= E(E(ZI Yt- ) ) 6 Et E(ZPI -9t )

E(ZP).

Therefore
< IIZIILP IIU- VIl,y'P.
IIZtllLP

We can concludethat

II

n)(U)-F(n)(V)

IL7v

q(kT)

,

n!IIU-VIs.

So, for n large enough, F(n) is a contractionand hence has a unique fixed point V. Since
Fn(V) = V, we have Fn(FV) = (FV), and by uniqueness,V= F(V). Finally,F has a uniquefixed
Q.E.D.
point since F(n) does.
The assumptionthat f is Lipschitzin utilityand satisfiesa growthconditionin consumptionis
enough to meet the sufficientconditionsof PropositionAl for gt(v) =f(ct, v) and p = 2, which
provesTheorem1.
Recentlyand independently,Pardouxand Peng (1990)have given a relatedresultwhichis more
general than PropositionAl in the special case of Brownianfiltrations.Their method of proof is
quite differentand relies on the martingalerepresentationpropertyof Brownianfiltrations.

APPENDIXB: EXTENSIONSOF GRONWALL'SINEQUALITY
Exceptfor homotheticity,each of the propertiesin Section5, as well as Proposition9 (Bellman's
equation)is shown by appealingto stochasticextensionsof Gronwall'sinequality.The first is an
extensionof what Flemingand Rishel (1975)call the Gronwall-Bellman
inequality.
THE GRONwALL-BELLMANINEQUALITY:Suppose h: [0,T] --* R is continuous,a is a constant,and
for all te[0,TJ then, for any t, ht <
g: [0,T] ->R is integrable. If h16fJT(g+
ahs)ds+hT
+ ftTea(s-)gS ds. If ht > ftT(g, + a hs) ds + hT, then ht > ea(T-t)hT + ftTea(s-)g. ds.
ea(T-t)hT
PROOF: For the first part of the result, let Ht = JtT(gs+ aHs) ds + hT. We know that Ht =
ds. Now let pt = ht - Ht, implying PT = 0. Let G = tTp ds. Then G =
ftTea(s-t)gS
O, which implies that GtS<O. This implies that
-pt> -aGt, which implies that d/dt(eaIGt)>
Pt < 0 for all t, for otherwisethere is an interval[to, tl] c [0,T] such that p(tl) = 0 and Pt > 0 on
ea(T-t)hT+

(to, t1).We couldthen applythe previousargumentson [0,t1],however,and deducethat ftt1psds S 0
for t S t1, whichwouldbe a contradiction.Thus Pt S 0 for all t, and we are done. A like argument
Q.E.D.
shows the opposite inequality.

COROLLARY Bi (The StochasticGronwall-Bellman
Inequality):Let (Q, Y, F,P) be a filtered
probabilityspace whosefiltrationF = {t: t E [0,T]} satisfiesthe usual conditions.Suppose{Y() and

{X,} are optional integrable processes and a is a constant. Suppose, for all t, that s - E(Ys I-5t7) is
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continuous almost surely. If, for all t, Yt< E(ftT(X, + aY5) ds IYt) + YT, then, for all t,
) +E[fT

Y<ea(Tt)E(YTIS

Alternatively, if, for all t, Yt> E(ftT(Xs
t> e a(T-t)E(YTI

F

ea(s t)Xsds

+ aYs)

) + E[fTea(s

ds I Yt) +

|9

a.s.

j

then, for all t,

YT'

-t)Xsds y91]

[tI

a.s.

]

IYt) and gt, = E(X IY). We can then apply
PROOF: For each t and s E [t, T], let ht, = E(YS
Fubini's Theorem for conditional expectations, as in Proposition 4.6, page 74, of Ethier and Kurtz
(1987), and the law of iterated expectations, followed by the Gronwall-Bellman inequality applied to
Q.E.D.
the interval [t, T], in order to deduce the result.
The stochastic Gronwall-Bellman inequality was the basis for most of the proofs in the first draft
of the paper. Costis Skiadas then provided the authors with the following consequence of Gronwall's
inequality, which has allowed us to simplify the structure of most of the proofs in Section 5.
LEMMA B2: Let (Q, Y1,F, P) be a filtered probability space whose filtration F = {E,: t e [0, T]}
satisfies the usual conditions. Suppose {Xs} and {Ys}are integrable optional processes, a is a constant,
and {Gs} is a measurableprocess. Suppose, for all t, that s -* Ys is right continuous and s -* E(Ys IR9 )
is continuous almost surely. If YT>O a.s. and, for all t, Gt> - aIYtI a.s. and Yt=E[ftTGsds+
YTI Yt] a.s. then, for all t, Yt> 0 a.s.
PROOF: Fix t E [0,T] and define the stopping time r = inf {s > t: Ys> O}. Since YT> 0 a.s.,
P{t <?r < T} = 1. Using Doob's Optional Sampling Theorem, it is easy to show that, for all
u E [t, T], we have Ya = E[ fJGs ds + Y,I U] whenever r > u, written as

X

E f G1{
Yu{r
YU
{T> U}}E[Gsl{,r>

u>u

u}U}ds+Y,
>
sYT{

a.s.
as

By right continuity of Y, YT> 0 a.s. Also, for given s and on {Z: t < s < r(G)}, we have

Gs> -a IYsjI=aYs a.s.
Therefore, for all u E [t, T],
Yu1{T>u}> E[f faYs1{r>u}u

ds

] =E [

YS1{r> sdsS]

t> 0
By the stochastic Gronwall-Bellman inequality, applied on [t, T], Yt1{,> t}> 0 a.s. Since Yt1{,=,
Q.E.D.
a.s. by the definition of r, it follows that Yt> 0 a.s.

APPENDIXC: THE

INFINITE HORIZON CASE
WITH COSTIS SKIADAS

This appendix9 addresses the definition, existence, and properties of an infinite horizon stochastic differential utility function. The issue of existence is analogous to that of stability of a nonlinear
feedback system. Stability is guaranteed by imposing a "uniform sector condition" on the "feedback
function." The basic properties of the finite horizon recursive utility presented in the body of the
paper generalize directly to the infinite horizon case. For the finite time horizon T, given a
consumption process c, and under regularity conditions on f, the main body of the paper shows the
existence of a unique integrable semimartingale, VT, the recursive utility process corresponding to
9A version of this appendix appeared originally as a short paper by Duffie, Epstein, and Skiadas.
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c, definedby
(c)

VtT=E[

Tf(cVT)

a.s.,

dssj

t E[O,T]

A utilityfunction,UT, is then definedby letting UT(c) = Vjj.In this appendixit is shownthat,under
regularityconditionson f and c, the finite horizon recursiveutility process correspondingto c
convergesto an integrablesemimartingaleas the horizonlengthgoes to infinity:
(c2)

V,= lim VT
T--+oo

as.

Furthermore,Vt satisfies,for all t and T > t,
(c3)

Vt=E[

Tf(Cs Vs)ds +

VT|

-j

a.s.

It is also shownthat V is the unique integrablesemimartingalesatisfying(c3) and a transversality
conditionof the form:
(c4)

lim e vE(I V,I) = 0,

for a suitableconstantv. We call V the infinitehorizonrecursiveutilityprocesscorrespondingto c.
An infinitehorizonstochasticdifferentialutilityfunction,U, is then definedby letting U(c)= VO,
and is shownto possess all of the elementarypropertiesof UT discussedin the bodyof the paper.
Duffie and Lions (1990) show existenceof infinite-horizonstochasticdifferentialutilityby partial
differentialequation techniquesin a Markovdiffusionsetting, admittingsome weakeningof the
conditionsbelow on f.
We now proceed with the formal details. For simplicitywe will omit the a.s. (almost sure)
qualificationwheneverit obviouslyapplies.The basicprimitiveof the model is a filteredprobability
space(Q2, , IF,P), wherethe filtrationIF= {,F: t > 0) is assumedto satisfythe usualconditions.It is
also assumed that 90 is trivial, that is, it only contains events of probabilityone or zero.
Consumptionprocessesare valued in a closed convexsubset,e, of some separableBanachlattice.
The readermay choose to thinkof e as a finite dimensionalEuclideanspace or its positivecone.
For fixed v E lR,9 is defined to be the space of all optional, e-valued processes,c = (c,; t > 0),
such that E(JOevtIIcII2dt) <, and is equippedwith the norm Ic1.ol= [E(JQevtIct2dt)]1/2.
Finally,for any horizonlength T < oo,.9[0, T] is definedto be the space of all optional,{-valued
processes,c, such that E(OTjIIcI112
dt) < and ct = 0 for all t > T. Notice that .9[0, T] c .9,, for all
choicesof T < ooand v. Section3 defineda recursiveutilityUT over.9[0, T]. Here, the definitionis
extendedto all of .9S,for an appropriatev.
Assumptions

The issue of existenceof the infinitehorizonrecursiveutilityhas the flavorof that of stabilityof
nonlinearfeedback systems.We can view f as a nonlinearfeedbackfunction.In control theory
literature,f is often requiredto satisfya "sectorcondition."(See for exampleVidyasagar(1978).)
Here we will employa more stringent"uniformsector condition,"which can also be viewed as a
generalizedLipschitzcondition.
In the sequel f: ex Rl-* R will be taken to be a measurablefunctionsatisfyingthe following
regularityconditions:
ASSUMPTION

k2, and all c E
ASSUMPTION

1: f satisfies a growth condition in consumption. That is, for some constants k1 and
%, If(c,0)I 6 k1 + k211eCI.
2: f satisfies the uniform sector condition in utility: For some constants v and k with

v <k, and all c e- %,

-k f(c,v3) ---f(c,v)
6-,vv,

vv

For v = -k < 0, Assumption2 is equivalentto a Lipschitzcondition.The notationreflectsthe
fact that, in general,v > 0. This is not, however,a conditionrequiredby our theory.
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Existence and Uniqueness

Section3 showedthat if f satisfiesAssumptions1 and 2, with v = - k, then for any c E .9[0, TI
there is a unique integrablesemimartingalel'VT that satisfies the recursiverelation (ci) for
t E[O,T] and such that Vt=O for t > T. The finite horizonrecursiveutility, UT: 3[0, T] -* lR,is
then definedby letting UT(c) = VOT.The followingtheoremallowsus to extendthis definition.
THEOREM Cl: Under Assumptions 1 and 2 and for all c E .v, the limit in (c2) exists and satisfies
(c3). Furthermore, (c2) defines the unique integrable semimartingale V satisfying (c3) and the
transversalitycondition (c4).

Assumption2 and the requirementthat c E 3,4 play antagonisticroles. We want to find the
largest possible v for which Assumption2 holds, in order to allow the largest possible class of
consumptionprocessesimpliedby the theorem.
The infinitehorizonrecursiveutility,U: .v -* lR,can nowbe definedby settingU(c) = VO.Notice
that,for 0 E 4' and f(O,0) = 0, UT is the restrictionof U to 3[0, T]. Beforeprovingthe theoremwe
give two lemmas,proved at the end of this appendix,which.willbe useful in subsequentproofs.
Until the end of the proof of Theorem1, we fix some c E 3,
LEMMA Cl: Suppose Vis an integrablesemimartingalesatisfying (c3) for some T > 0. Then, for all
stopping times TI, T2 bounded by T,

V,=E[f
LEMMA

f(cs,T/)ds+VT2

on

C2: There exist constants K1 and K2 such that for all t 6 T,
|TK| < K1 + K2evtE [f

ds Ft

lcsevs

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: Existence: We show that the limit in (ci) exists by provingthat, for each
time t > 0, the sequence{Vn,: n > 0) is Cauchy,almosteverywhereon Q2.Suppose n, m > N, fix t,
and definethe stoppingtimes:T = inf{s: s a t, Vsn Vsm}and TN = T A N. LemmaCl and Assumption 2 imply,for all u E [t, T],

= E[fN(

(vun _vm)1{z}

(Vn Vm)l

f(c,svSn)-f(c,svsm))1{r>}ds

5<]

Vn)1{>}g

[(TNfC,

u
(T

=
U

( vn _Vm +< e-V(

sV

EnV
fN

ds
>f(S} VS+

-9U
'(TVNU dS N

>N

)E [ ( VTN
-VTN ) '(T > U}I X ]

By the stochasticGronwall-Bellman
inequality,
(S)<e

V(N t)E[(Vn

|

V

].

m)l-T

Because of symmetry,I ,- Vtm S 2e-v(Nt')E[ VI I + IV II
1g]. Combiningthis result with
LemmaC2 provesour assertion.
1 Noting that
+ V!I
To show that V satisfies (c3), we start with Vmn= E[ftTf(csFn)ds
If(cs,J'n)I< If(cs,Fn)-f(cs,O)I + If(cs,O)I smax(k,-v)I>sjds +k1+k2IIcVIIand using domi10We identifysemimartingales
that are versionsof each other.
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nated convergenceand Lemma2, we can let n -X ooto derive(c3).
Uniqueness:Suppose V and V both satisfy (c3) and (c4). Arguingexactly as above, we find
IVt,-t I ? 2e-N-' E[ IVNI+ IVNIII]. Takingexpectationson both sides and letting N -X oo, we
Q.E.D.
find Vt= Vt.This completesthe proofof Theorem1.
We concludethis sectionby discussingthe representation:
(c5)

Vt=E[f f(cs,VI)ds

S]j

Temptingas it is, such a representationis not alwaysvalid.
1 - v. Then, clearly,Assumptions1 and 2 are satisfied.For any c, the
EXAMPLE: Let f(c, v)
correspondingutilities are V,T= 1 - e(t - T) and Vt= 1. While (c2) and (c3) are satisfied,(c5) fails.
One mightsuggestthat (cS) be modifiedto
Vt= E[f f(cs,

Vs) ds 5t]

+ V.,

for some randomvariable V,, (identicallyequal to 1 in our case). But then consider f(c, v)

c - (1 + c-1)v and ct = 1 + t. Again Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied while the corresponding
utilities are KT = (1 + t)V,T and V, = (1 + t)Vt, with VT and V as above. Now (cS) fails even more

seriously.However,we have the followingpositiveresult.
PROPOSITION:

Suppose v < 0, Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, and c

E

9S,. Then (c3) and (c5)

are equivalent.
PROOF: Clearly,(cS) implies (c3). For the converse,we wish to let T -4 oc and then apply the
dominatedconvergencetheoremas in the proof of the existencepart of the above theorem.The
readercan verifythat Lemma2 and Fubini'stheoremyield the requiredintegrabilitycondition.It is
Q.E.D.
here that the conditionv < 0 is crucial.

Properties

We concludeby brieflyreviewingsome propertiesof the infinitehorizonstochasticdifferential
utility.For this section,f is taken to satisfyAssumptions1 and 2. Most of the basic propertiesare
directconsequencesof theirfinite horizoncounterpartsand equation(c2). Thus
* U is (strictly)increasingwheneverf is (strictly)increasingin consumption.
* U is concavewheneverf is concave.
* U is time consistentin the sense of Section5.
The discussionon riskaversionand homotheticityin Section5 also extendsin an obviousmanner
to the infinitehorizoncase. A less obviousresult is continuityrelativeto the norm I Ie on
Proofof the followingis left to the end of the Appendix.
C2 (Continuity): The utility function U: SD, R is continuous provided f is continuous.

THEOREM

Finally, the discussionof the Bellman equation in Section 6 also generalizesto an infinite
horizon. The only change is the terminalvalue condition for the value function which is now
conditionas in equation(c4). The readerwho has readthe proofsof this
replacedby a transversality
paperwill have no troublein applyingthe same approachin modifyingthe finitehorizonargument.
An alternativeapproachto Bellman'sequationfor solvingoptimizationproblemsin the presence
of convexityis generalizedKuhn-Tuckertheory.This requiresthe computationof the gradientof
the utilityfunction.Workin this directionis reportedin Duffie and Skiadas(1990).
Remaining Proofs
PROOF OF

I

LEMMACl: Equation(c3) impliesthat
f(c,Vs)ds

+ Vt=E[

f(cVs)ds

+VT

]

whichis a martingale.Doob's OptionalStoppingTheoremthen allowsus to replacet by rl or 72 in
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Subtracting the last equation from the second to last, the result follows.

Q.E.D.
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the above equation and hence in (c3). Therefore,

f(cs, V) ds + VT,

VI=E [
and using the fact that
E[ '2I

PROOF OF

5

SI

1]

I]

g2

VS)ds +VT

E[f f(cS,

LEMMAC2: Fix t and define the stopping times:

IT= inf (s: s > t, V 0T O}
) and r=
with the convention that inf0
implies that, for all u E [t, T],

= oo.

inf(s: s > t, VT) O},

Let r represent either r+ or r7 Since r

T, Lemma Cl

S,VT) ds + VT)1{>}S

VU1{>}=E[(f(
and since VT+
1{T+> U}6 O,
1{+, UE[f(
VUT

cs,

) 1{+ > S}dS

The sector condition on f then implies that, for all u E [t, T],

VUT1{T+>U}6E[f
T(If(CS,o)I -PVT) 1{+ > dds

j.

Similarly, for all u E [t, T],
-VT,1fT->}

6

(If(cS,O)I-

V T))j1{T->}

dS91

The stochastic version of the Gronwall-Bellman inequality (stated in Appendix B) gives
VT1+ > t

fEt[fe(

I
f(c,?)I1{

ds| t

>r+s}

]

and
Vt

1{T_

>t

6 E [f e

f(Cs

)t1{r-

> S}ds
0

Adding the last two inequalities and noting that r+= r=
VtT|

6[T

VtT= 0, we conclude that

e M(S ')lfc,)dl

The result follows by the growth condition on f.
THEOREM

9t]

C2 (Continuity):TheutilityfunctionU: .v

Q.E.D.
-4

R is continuousprovidedf is continuous.

PROOF: Suppose c, c^e .9, and let V and V be the respective associated utility processes. Fix t
and define the stopping times: 7 = inf{s: s > t, Vs< Vs}and TN = 7 A N. Lemma Cl and Assumption
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2 imply that, for all u E [t, T],

sxE

I

C

Cs

V,)-

+E[(VN- VN)1{

+E[(VN-

I V')

|-V(

) 1{T > S})

r> u

1{|

]

>

1

>N}d]

VN)1{T>N}jYj

By the stochastic Gronwall-Bellman inequality, applied on [t, T],
(N

(Vt-Jr)>Se

)E[IVNI +

IVNIIt ]

Vf) (cs
(Ns)If

+E[fNe

V) -f(,

Jds

]

Therefore, by symmetry,
(c6)

|IV,-V, | 2 e

(N

+2E[f

)E[VN I I+ |VNI) f

e

J]

(N s)If(CS VS) -f(S

JVS)Ids

]

- in e m. By Jensen's
Suppose now
that
cn
that
- cu2converges11 to
this implies
IT"
inequality,
zero in L'(Q2X [0, oo), S? ~[O, o), u), where ,u is the product measure defined by ,u(A x B) =
dt). It follows that, given any subsequence (c"'k; k = 1, 2, ), there is a further
E(JBe"^tlA
subsequence(c"1';k = 1, 2,. ..) that convergesto c, ,u-a.e.as k -*oo. By continuityof f, If(c, J't) f(c,'k, J,I -| 0 as k o* o, ,u-a.e. Noting that

If(c,Vt)

-f(<,V

N) J?If(c,,Vt)-f(ct,O)I
+I
If(cI,O)I
(cIk,O)t +

E[fNel^(Ns)If(cs,
J+)E-f(c

'Ns, Js)Idsj 0f

as

k

*

c.

Let V4k be the utility process corresponding to c"1'. Then given e > 0, the above result and (c6),
applied at t = 0, imply that there exists K such that for all k > K,
IVoI VtnI I2e

'NE[IVNI+ IVNIF]+et

Letting N oco and using (c4), it follows that VO- sV I's e , for all k > K.
We have shown that every subsequence of {U(c")- U(c)} has a further subsequence converging
to zero. Therefore, the original sequence also converges to zero.
Q.E.D.
1l Recall that an optional process is necessarily progressively measurable.
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